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Abstract

This paper presents our solution for CoNLL 2008 shared task that jointly parses syntactic and semantic dependencies. The Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier has been selected to train the data used in this system. Also the Mutual Information (MI) model was utilized into feature selection of dependency labeling. Results show that the MI model allows the system to get better performance and less training hours.
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1. Introduction

In the past few years, both semantic role labeling (SRL) and Syntactic Parser have received considerable interest for their big contribution to many kinds of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications, such as information extraction, question and answering, machine translation, paraphrasing, and etc. The Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) featured an associated share task every year in the last four years, allowed the participants to train and test their SRL or Syntactic systems on the same date sets and share their experiences. In 2004 and 2005, the shared tasks of CoNLL were focus on SRL. In CoNLL-2006 and CoNLL-2007, the shared tasks were dedicated to the syntactic dependency parsing.

In 2008, The CoNLL consolidates past four years endeavor and unites the tasks into one, proposes a new challenge of the merging of both syntactic dependencies (extracted from the Penn Treebank) and semantic dependencies (extracted both from PropBank) under a unique unified representation.

We propose a solution that selects Maximum Entropy model (Berger et al., 1996) and Mutual Information to grow a joint syntactic and semantic structure. During the last years noticeable efforts have been devoted to semantic and syntactic areas, based on various machine learning techniques, several variants of the basic approaches using different features and different classifiers have been introduced. (Gildea and Palmer, 2002; Gildea and Hockenmaier, 2003; Surdeanu et. al., 2003; Fleischman and Hovy, 2003; Thompson et. al., 2003; Xue and Palmer 2004; Hacioglu, 2004; Carreras et al., 2006; Surdeanu et. al. 2007; Carreras, 2007 :) The maximum entropy framework pales others by integrating facts without features independence hypothesis. (Liu et al. 2005) and (Li et al. 2008) have applied the maximum entropy classifier in semantic task successfully. Different from prior systems, mutual information are choosing to decease the number of features and reduce the train time efficiently without big affection on result.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the corpora and classifier model used for our system. The following section (Section 3) takes a closer look at the system architecture and its realization. We present and analyze our results in section 4. Finally the conclusion was given.

2. Fundamental Knowledge

2.1. The Corpora

Large corpora that allow to automatically extracting information about language are beginning to serve researchers in NLP as critical tools. The Penn Treebank, a corpus annotated for part-of-speech (POS) and skeletal syntactic structure, was built at University of Pennsylvania from 1989. The Treebank is consisting of over 4.5 million American English words and with around 1 millions words from Wall Street Journal (WSJ) and 1 millions tokens from Brown Corpus. The type of syntactic information associated with verbs is a useful resource for automatic syntactic dependency parse and predicate argument tagging.

The Proposition Bank (PropBank) is a corpus adding a layer of semantic annotation onto the Penn Treebank. Different with FrameNet, PropBank gives each verb its own roles and gets more used since it’s layered over the Treebank.

2.2. Maximum Entropy Model

In Shannon’s Information Theory, entropy is defined as a measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable. Maximum Entropy model (Berger et al., 1996) allows people to make an optimal choice among various states which all satisfy prior constraints by choosing the state with the maximum entropy, in other words, all unknown possibilities have equally opportunity. The maximum entropy framework makes different features be integrated into the same model without concerning the relationships among them and any unknown facts. These advantages make the ME model has been used in many NLP areas.

For the semantic role labeling, the main task will be picking up the right label from the semantic label sets under the particular condition. \( p(y|x) \) denotes the conditional probability of getting the output \( y \) consistent with the context \( X \). \( f_i(x,y) \) describes the feature constrain with weighting parameter \( \lambda_i \).

\[
P(y|x) = \frac{1}{Z(x)} \exp \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \lambda_i f_i(x,y) \right] \quad (1)
\]

The ME model will choose the value of \( P(y|x) \) which makes \( H(p) \) the gets the max value.

\[
H(p) = -\sum_{y,x} P(y|x) \log p(y|x) \quad (2)
\]

3. System Descriptions

3.1. System Architecture

Comparing with traditional Semantic Role Label, our system will produce a joint rich syntactic-semantic output to allow people getting semantic role annotation and syntactic structure at the same time. The main components of our system:
1) Syntactic parsing subtask.
2) Predicate tagging.
3) Features Selection using Mutual Information
4) Semantic dependency labeling.

The first stage is to create a labeled syntactic dependency parse \( y \) for input sentence \( x \) including words and their part of speeches (POS). Inspired by the parsing model presented in (McDonald, et al., 2005), we equates the problem of dependency parsing to finding maximum
spanning trees in directed graphs. The following stage, Predicate tagging, can also be transfer into a classification question since each predicate mark number can be seen as a particular type. The features used for both the syntactic parsing phase and predicate tagging are from (Li et. al. 2008).

3.2. Semantic Dependency labeling

This part of the system is based on the output of syntactic parser and predicate tagging mentioned earlier and to find out the dependents of a given predicate in a sentence and label them with the one from the set of semantic dependency labels. This task can also be recognized as classification issue and work out with ME model. The chosen features are listed in the table 1.

3.3. Mutual Information

In dependency labeling, features have different knowledge in distinguishing class labels. How to reduce feature set without compromising classification accuracy? Mutual Information methods can be utilized as a pruning algorithm to choose an optimal subset from the earlier large candidate features. The mutual information represents the amount of uncertainty remaining about the system output Y that is resolved by observing the system input X. Mutual information between X and Y is given (A. Al-Ani et al., 2003) as follows.

\[ I_{xy} = \sum_x \sum_y p(x,y) \log \left( \frac{p(y|x)}{p(y)} \right) \]  

In our system, y is the semantic label from sets and x is the feature from table 1. The large value of mutual information between a feature and its output means the closer of their association. Usually A pruning value be set during the phrase of choosing feature, the features with the higher mutual information value will be kept.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
No. & Features & Description \\
\hline
1 & Dependent Relationship & Dependent relationship between dependent and predicate \\
\hline
2 & Family Relation & Family relation between predicate and dependent in the syntactic dependency tree: Son, Father, Brother or Self. \\
\hline
3 & Position of Dependent & Position of dependent according to predicate: before, after or self. \\
\hline
4 & POS pair & POS pair of predicate and dependent. \\
\hline
5 & Dependency Path between Predicate and Dependent & Dependency label list of the Path from predicate to dependent. \\
\hline
6 & Predicate Information & Lemma and POS of predicate, \\
\hline
7 & Predicate Voice & Active or passive. \\
\hline
8 & Dependent Information & Lemma and POS of dependent. \\
\hline
9 & Path POS & POS list of all words appearing on the path from predicate to dependent. \\
\hline
10 & Dependency Path between Predicate and Parent & Syntactic dependency label list of edges between predicate and its parent. \\
\hline
11 & Predicate’s Parent Info. & Lemma and POS of predicate’s parent. \\
\hline
12 & POS List of Predicate’s Siblings & \\
\hline
13 & Syntactic Dependency Framework of Predicate’s Parent & Syntactic dependency label list of the edges between predicate’s parent and its siblings. \\
\hline
14 & Dependent’s parent Info. & POS of dependent’s parent. \\
\hline
15 & POS List of Dependent’s Siblings & \\
\hline
16 & Syntactic Dependency Framework of Dependent’s Parent & Syntactic dependency label list of the edges between dependent’s parent and its siblings. \\
\hline
17 & Number of Dependent’s Children & \\
\hline
18 & Dependent Category & VerbNet class number of Dependent. \\
\hline
19 & Path length & Path length between predicate and dependent. \\
\hline
20 & POS List of Predicate’s Children & \\
\hline
21 & POS of P-2 & POS of the word 2 before Predict in the sentence. \\
\hline
22 & POS of P-1 & POS of the word before predict in the sentence. \\
\hline
23 & POS of P+2 & POS of the word 2 after predict in the sentence. \\
\hline
24 & POS of P+1 & POS of the word after predict. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Features for semantic dependencies.}
\end{table}

After calculation, feature numbers listed in Table 1 have been reordered according the MI value in descending order.

9, 6, 8, 5, 23, 11, 15, 4, 19, 18, 14, 21, 2, 16, 22, 24, 1, 10

4. Results and Experiments

4.1. The Data
The data used for this system is as the CoNLL-2008 required, the Penn TreeBank for syntactic dependency, the PropBank for semantic dependency. The detail information about the data for dependency labeling is listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>corpus</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Dev1</th>
<th>Test1</th>
<th>Test2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>words</td>
<td>39832</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The data for dependency labeling

4.2. Performance

Utilizing the MI model, the features are chosen according their contribution to the results. First all features are grouped, then we collect the first 18 features and those with less contribution are removed, and the procedure are continued until the last group with 7 features. All the test results with different feature combinations are included in the Figure 1. F24 means 24 features were selected.

Figure 1 presents the best performance gotten with the 10 features combination. This result shows that more features do not mean the better performance. Usage of the MI model decreases the set from 24 features to 10 and the training time is cut sharply, therefore the performance is better.

From the test results, we can also see that our system gets much better performance on WSJ corpus than Brown corpus. The reason is the syntactic parser is constructed based on the WSJ corpus and we might get worse performance using other test corpora.

5. Conclusion

We present a semantic dependency system, which includes syntactic module, predicate tagging module and dependency labeling module. In the dependent role labeling subtask, we select its features with MI model; different feature combinations are evaluated, and get better performance and faster training speed.
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